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RIGOROUS FUNDAMENTALS OF CLASSIFICATION
OF LIGHT-INDUCED BEHAVIOUR

FROM FREELY MOTILE MICROORGANISMS

Nadia P. MASSJUK & Yuriy I. POSUDIN

SUMMARY. Rigorous fundamentals of classification of light-induced behaviour from freely
motile microorganisms. The revision of terminology and classification principles of the types of
light—dependent movement behaviour of freely motile organisms and their populations has
demonstrated the presence of various classification systems being the source of the terminological
confusion. It is shown that the present classification and definition of the terms had a number of
logical mistakes. The primary meaning of the term "phototopotaxis" which implies any light-
dependent movement behaviour of freely motile organisms is proposed. It is possible to use the
restored term "phototopotaxis" for definition of the movement oriented relative to the light
stimulus. The parametrical principle of the classification of the types of phototaxis for a single
or a population of cells is recommended for the first time. According to this principle it is
possible to put in order the available facts and terminology on the strict logical basis, to forecast
the dependence of the movement parameters of the biological objects on the light stimulus
characteristics which has been not established till now, and to develop the program of further
research. The parametrical principle could also be used for the classification of taxa induced by
any stimuli. The photoreaction (immediate response to any change of the light stimulus) of freely
motile organisms is discussed as a part of the more general meaning - phototaxis.
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RESUMEN. Fundamentos rigurosos de la clasificación del comportamiento inducido por la luz
de microorganismos móviles. La revisión de la terminología y principios de la clasificación de
los tipos de movimientos dependientes de la luz en organismos móviles, así como en sus
poblaciones, ha mostrado la existencia de diferentes sistemas de clasificación incongruentes
entre sí, y que dan lugar a una gran confusión de términos. En particular, cl sistema actual de
clasificación y definición de términos adolece de ciertos errores relacionados con la lógica
formal. Se propone el uso del término "fototopotaxis" en su definición inicial, cualquier
movimiento de un organismo móvil que es dependiente de la luz. Así, se puede usar este término
para definir el movimiento en relación a la orientación relativa de la fuente de luz. Se sugiere,
por primera vez, cl uso del principio parametric° de la clasificación de los tipos de fototaxis, bien
para una sola célula o para una población de células. De acuerdo con este principio, es posible
poner orden en la terminología relacionada con los tipos de movimiento siguiendo estrictamente
los criterios dc la lógica formal, predecir la dependencia de los pardmetros de movimiento del
obcjto biológico en relación a las características del estímulo lumínico (lo cual no se había tenido
en cuenta hasta ahora), y desarrollar futuros programas de investigación. El principio parametric°
de clasificación también podría usarse para la clasificación de los taxa, en relación con cualquier
tipo de estímulo. Se discute el significado del termino fotoreacción (respuesta inmediata
cualquier tipo dc cambio en el estímulo lumínico), aplicable a organismos móviles, en el contexto
más amplio de la fototaxis.

Palabras clave. Algas, clasificación, fotomovimiento, terminología.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the problem of photomovement
and photoregulation of microorganisms is being
investigated rather extensively. This may be
explained by the importance of these
phenomena, which are connected with
fundamental processes of viability such as
photosynthesis, energy transduction,
membrane-coupled and membrane-mediated
phenomena. The investigations of
photomovement and its photorcgulation are
directly related to the elucidation of general
principles of intracellular processes of
metabolism, as wells ontogenesis. These
investigations may play a fundamental role for
ecology and biocenology, because light is an
important factor for spatial and temporal
distribution of microorganisms, which has an
independent function and at the same time
informs us about the complexity of related
environmental factors related to it (i.e.,
temperature, pH, biogenous compounds and
oxygen content, the presence of other
microorganisms, etc.) (Kritsky, 1982;
Sineschekov & Litvin, 1982). The investigation
of photomovement mechanisms is also of
interest from the standpoint of bionics,
evolutionary biology and morphology,
phylogeny and systematic. It is known, for
example, that the structure of the motor
apparatus and photoreceptor is an important
systematic character at the higher taxonomic
levels (divisions and classes) in phycology
(Sedova, 1977; Topachevsky & Massjuk, 1984;
van den Hoek eta!., 1995; Graham & Wilcox,
2000). Thus, it is possible to assume the
specificity of the mechanisms of
photoperception and photoregulation of
photomovement between the members of
different divisions or classes of algae. Finally,
the investigation on photomovement regularity
could be of practical use in research fields
such as biomonitoring of environment,
biotechnology, natural products from valuable

organisms, etc.
Intense investigations in any field usually

result in enrichment, revision and alteration of
old terminology because new information
requires new terms to be properly understood.
At the present, this process is occuring in the
field of photomovement of microorganisms as
well. The problems concerning terminology
and classification of the phenomena associated
with the motile properties of microorganisms
were paid much attention by numerous
researchers (Halldal, 1958; Jahn & Boyce,
1968; Nultsch, 1975, 1980; Diehn  eta!., 1977;
Feinleib, 1977, 1978, 1980; Lenci &
Colombctti, 1978; Diehn, 1979; Nultsch &
Hader, 1979; Hader, 1979; Lenci, 1982;
Colombetti & Lenci, 1982; Colombetti et al.,

1982; Sineschekov & Litvin, 1982; Posudin,
1982, 1985; Haupt, 1983; Lenci et al., 1984;
Burr, 1984; Lee, 1989; Massjuk & Posudin,
1991; Massjuk et al., 1991; Posudin et al.,

1988, 1990, 1991a, 1992a, 1992b, 1993, 1995,
1996; Witman, 1993; Krcimer, 1994; Hader,
1996; Martynenko et al., 1996; Posudin &
Massjuk, 1996; Sineschekov & Govorunova,
1999; Lebert & Hader, 2000; Photomevement,
2001). However, definition of terms and
concepts still remains rather ambiguous.
Sometimes the new meaning is attached to old
terms (e.g., "phototaxis"), the same term (e.g.,
"photokinesis") is interpreted differently by
various authors (e.g., compare Diehn et al.,

1977; Nultsch & Hader, 1979), or, on the

contrary, different terms are used as synonyms

(e.g., "photomovement", "photobehaviour",
"photomotion", "photoreaction", "photoresponse",
"photoregulation of movement", "light response",
"light-induced behavioural response", "motile
behaviour", "behavioural light response",
"photobehaviour response", "behavioural
response", "light controlled movement", "light
controlled cell motility", "movement
behaviour", "photoinduced behaviour",

"photomovement response", "photomotile
response", "motile response to light") (Posudin,
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1982, 1985; Sineschekov & Litvin, 1982;
Sineschekov & Govorunova, 1999; Govorunova
et al., 2000, 2001; Photomovement, 2001). At
the present there are several proposals of
terminology which describe the motile
behaviour of organisms (e.g., Fraenkel & Gunn,
1961; Burr, 1984); this fact hinders reaching
the mutual understanding between scientists in
this field.

The present article is aimed to the
discussion of the logical bases of classification
of phenomena, which are related to the
photomovement of freely motile organisms,
and to the definition of corresponding
terminology.

STATE OF THE ART

The photomotile reactions of organisms
were noted for the first time early in the
nineteenth century (Treviranus, 1817, cyt. by
Nultsch, 1975). Strasburger (1878, cyt. by
Nulsch, 1975) was the first author to suggest
the distinction between photoreaction of motile

(phototaxis) and fixed (phototropism)
organisms; so, according to this author the
phototaxis denotes the photic reaction of freely
moving organisms. Just in this sense, this term
took a definite place in a larger system which
denote the displacement in space of freely
motile organisms due to different
environmental factors: chemical (chcmotaxis),
thermal (thermot ax is), gravitational
(gravitaxis), mechanical (mechanotaxis), etc.

This term, in a regular way, just in this meaning
took its place between various terms which
denote the photobiological reaction in the
system of terms describing the general
functional-physiological reactions (Konev &
Volovsky, 1979).

However, early in the nineteenth century
the term "phototaxis" was used in a more close
meaning to denote the oriented motion relative
to the light source (Nagel, 1901, cyt. by

Fraenkel & Gunn, 1961; Nultsch, 1975). Just
this time Pfeffer (1904, cyt. by Fraenkel &
Gunn, 1961; Nultsch, 1975) suggested the
special term "phototopotaxis" for the
photoorientated movement of organisms which
have been accepted by investigators and have
been widely used during the following decades
(see e.g., Halldal, 1958). But Diehn (1970)
suggested the term "phototaxis" for the oriented
movement of organisms in response to a light
stimulus, so giving up the term "phototopotaxis".

In his earlier works, Nultsch (1975) has
also indicated that " greek word "taxis" in its

original sense denotes only a distinct spatial

array, and so the term "phototaxis" should

mean any array of organisms in space caused

by light and is not restricted to their direct

movement". Moreover, the special term
"phototopotaxis" exists for denoting all above
mentioned phenomena. However, this author
demonstrated some kind of inconsequence in
his following works while accepting the narrow
interpretation of the term "phototaxis", which
was criticized by him earlier (Nultsch & Hader,
1979; Nultsch, 1980). Following Diehn's
proposal (Diehn, 1970), the narrow
interpretation of the term "phototaxis" as a
movement oriented relative to the stimulus
direction was accepted by many authors
(Fraenkel & Gunn, 1961; Dichn et al., 1977;
Feinleib, 1977, 1978, 1980; Lenci &
Colombetti, 1978; Mikolajczyk & Dichn, 1978,
1979; Hader, 1979; Sineschekov & Litvin,
1982; Posudin, 1982, 1985; Burr, 1984; Kawai
& Kreimer, 2001; Flores-Moya et at, 2002).

It should be noted that the narrow
interpretation of the term, which has the more
diverse meaning is the violation of the
requirements of the formal logic, which leads
to disagreement in terminology. New
interpretation of the term "phototaxis" resulted
in the appearance of many different equivalents
for filling a gap in terminology. Instead or a
abort and distinct term "phototaxis" one can
meet expressions such as "photomovement",
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"photomotion", "photobehaviour", "motile
behaviour", "motility behaviour patterns",
"phototactic reactivity", "phototopotaxis",
"light induced response of freely moving
microorganisms", "response type","photoresponses",
"response strategies", "behavioural responses",
"phototactic orientation", "phototactic response",
"orientation reactions", "photoorientation",
"phototactic movement" etc. (Feinleib, 1977,
1980; Lenci & Colombetti, 1978; Nultsch &
Haler, 1979; Kuznitski & Mikolajczyk, 1982;
Sineschekov & Litvin, 1982; Posudin, 1982,
1985; Morel-Laurens & Feinleib, 1983; Pfau

et al., 1983, Nultsch, 1983, Hdder & Lebert,
1998; Horiguchi et al., 1999; Yoshihara et al.,

2000; Lebert & Hdder, 2000). The same
situation can be mentioned with the term
"photophobic response" — it is possible to
meet synonyms such as "photoshock",
"photoshock response", "photoshock cell
response", "photophobic, stop or ecclitic
response", "photophobotaxis", "stop response",
"light induced stop response" (Beckmann &
Hegemann, 1991; Hegemann et al., 1991;
Govorunova eta!., 1997; Holland et al., 1997;
Matsuda et al., 1998; Sineschekov &
Govorunova, 1999; Lebert & Hdder, 2000;
Photomovement, 2001). The plurality and
diversity of these expressions are undesirable.

New designations are either bulky or not exact
and concrete and they may be interpreted both
in a wider meaning (e.g., including
phototropism, photoregulation, etc.) and in a
more narrow one. Some authors use these

expressions as synonyms, while others

distinguish photocontrol and its consequences
(photomovement, photomotion) as well as
photoresponses and behavioural consequences.
It makes the undesirable disagreement in
terminology more considerable.

Taking into account the above-mentioned
considerations, we suggest to keep to the
primary interpretation of term "phototaxis" as
some kind of the light-induced displacement in
space of freely motile organisms. Thus, in the

photooriented movement of organisms it is
possible to use the term "phototopotaxis"
extended with two basical patterns: positive
(towards the light source) and negative (away
from it) (Handal, 1958; Nultsch, 1975;
Feinleib, 1980). Sometimes, a third pattern
could be considered, the transverse photwopotaxis
(perpendicular orientation relative to the light
course) (Diehn eta!., 1977; Diehl" 1979; Hdder,
1979). According to the last point of view ills
possible to consider any translation movement
as oriented in relation to the light direction
with the exception of diffused light or
simultaneous illumination from all sides.

The term "photomovement" should have

a more wide meaning: any motility response or
its alteration induced by light. Thus, this term
involves either phototaxis (in a wider meaning)
or phototropism (e.g., compare with Nultsch &
Hilder, 1979). In that way the terms
"photomovement" and "phototaxis" are
compatible, but not identical: the former has
the subordinating character, while the latter
had the subordinate one.

It is quite clear that the control of
movement and photomovement of organisms

are absolutely different processes being in the

discrepancy in the causal-effect relationship:
photomovement of organisms is a consequence

of the control of movement.
As far ago as in the late nineteenth century,

Engelmann (1882) observed a sharp change in
the direction of the movement of some
microorganisms due to sudden increasement
of the light intensity; this response of
microorganisms was called "phobic"
("Schreckbewengung"). This author also
noticed the restoration of movement of the
microorganisms, which remained immobile in
the dark after switching on the light stimulus
and he named this phenomenon as
"photokinesis". These terms were kept up-to-
date although their interpretation suffered
essential alterations. Thus, there are at least
four different interpretation for the term
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"photokinesis" which evidence for an essential
discrepancy in the interpretation of
"phototaxis" and "photophobic response"
(Burr, 1984). The following years give rich
harvest of new terms (see e.g., Fraenkel &
Gunn, 1961) whose appearance and interpretation
were discussed in details in a review from
Nultsch (1975). As the author noted the
disagreement in terminology "led to errors
and misinterpretation, so that the creation of
new terms would further confuse the situation
rather than clarify it". This fact caused the
creation of the Committee on Behaviour
Terminology that was convened at the
Conference on Sensory Transduction in
Microorganisms in Santa Barbara, California,

in January 1976. The recommendations of this
Committee were published and signed by
prominent photobiologists from various
countries (Diehn, Feinleib, Haupt, Hildebrand,
Lenci and Nultsch). As far as these
recommendations are mentioned by the next
investigators is the field of photobiology we
shall discuss it in detail. There are three main

sections in this nomenclature: I. Stimuli; 2.
Responses; and, 3. Behavioural consequences.
The first section denotes a stimulus as any
quantity of energy or matter which, when
interacting with the organism, can elicit a

response.The nature of the stimulus is indicated

by prefixing the term for the response: photo-
(stimulus is a radiant energy affecting specific
receptor molecules), thermo- (thermal energy),
galvano- (ionic electric current), electro-
(electrical field), geo- or gravi- (gravitational
force), mechano- (mechanical force), magneto-
(magnetic field), chemo-(molecular species
acting upon specific receptor molecules). These
recommendations are in agreement with the
requirements of formal logic; nothing can be
said against, so they are considered to be
generally accepted (Burr, 1984). The authors
pay attention to the nature of the stimulus
because some physical factors (e.g., radiation
or electrical energy) are capable of generation

of chemical substances that may serve as direct
stimuli. They also suggest to distinguish the
dependence of response upon an increase
("step-up") and decrease ("step-down") of the
stimulus intensity. The next section is devoted
to the definition of response as any stimulus-
induced alteration in the activity of the

organisms motor apparatus which may (but not
always) result in an alteration of the movement
or orientation of the organisms. But further,
during the classification of the types of
responses, the authors discuss the levels of the
organism: activity but not the activity of the
motor apparatus from the organisms (Diehn et
al., 1977). Thus, the definition which was
proposed by the Committee for the term
"response" does not correspond exactly to its
meaning.

The Committee proposed to distinguish
two main types of the responses: steady-state
(kinesis) and transient (phobic responses)
(Diehn et al., 1977). Both types of responses

are responsible for both the change in the linear
velocity and the change in the direction of
movement. The former is controlled by the
absolute magnitude of the stimulus intensity,
while the latter is controlled by a temporal
stimulus gradient. Obviously, the interpretation
of these terms changed as compared to the
primary variant (Engelmann, 1882). Besides,
according to Diehn et al. (1977), phobic
responses that have long adaptation time are
nearly indistinguishable from kinesis. In such
cases the choice of one or another term depends
on the investigator. In such a way the

classification of the responses which was

suggested by the Committee (kinesis and phobic

responses) suffers the absence of common
efficient basis of division from the standpoint
of formal logic. The classification of responses
according to the presence or absence of
adaptation does not suit the zoologists as well

(Burr, 1984). It is beyond understanding the
fact that the authors take into account only one
of the light stimulus parameter — its intensity
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(absolute magnitude or temporal gradient), but
they ignore parameters such as spectral
composition, polarization, etc. The fact is that
the same authors use notions such as "action
spectrum of photokinesis" in their other
publications (Nultsch, 1975; Nultsch & Hader,
1979; Colombetti et al., 1982), which testify to
the dependence of the movement of the
organisms upon the wavelength of light
stimulus.

Unfortunately, there is no definition of
the term "behavioural consequences" in the
third section. Therefore it is not clear which
criterion is assumed as a basis of the division
"responses" and "behavioural consequences",
the authors consider two types of "consequences".
The former concerns single cells and its
movement oriented relative to the stimulus
direction; the latter applies the population of
organisms and shows the accumulation in a
region with a higher intensity of a stimulus or
dispersal from it of these organisms. In other
words, the results of responses of organisms,
which are affected by the stimulus, must be
considered at the level of individuals (microef feet)
or their aggregation (macroeffect). Thus,
according to Diehn et al. (1977) and Diehn
(1979) a taxis is the result of a response or of
a series of responses of the motor apparatus
rather than a single response. We have
discussed earlier that it is unsuitable to use the
wide meaning of the terms "taxis", in the narrow
interpretation of photoorientation of organisms.

In spite of the fact that above-motioned
publication (Diehn et al., 1977) was the result
of the whole Committee activity only one of its
memberships followed the recommendations
in a sense of terminology. Nevertheless the
other authors (Feinleib, 1978, 1980; Lenci &
Colombetti, 1978; Nultsch & Hader, 1979;
Nultsch, 1980; Lenci, 1982; Colombetti &
Lenci, 1982; Haupt, 1983; Lenci et al., 1984)
accepted the classification that was previously
suggested by Nultsch (1975). The majority of
the photobiologists acts in such a way (see

e.g., Sineschekov & Litvin, 1982). This
classification was presented in detail in the
review from Nultsch & Hader (1979). The
authors did not accept the division on
"responses" and "behavioural consequences"
that was proposed by the Committee and they
consider three types of responses of freely
moving organisms:

I. Photokinesis: describes the effect of
light intensity on the velocity of movement.

2. Phototaxis: is a movement oriented
relative to light direction.

3. Photophobic response: is a reaction
caused by the temporal change of light
intensity, dl/di, often a stop response followed
by a reversal movement.

First of all, it should be noted that this
classification has nothing in common with the
recommendations of the Committee, although
the authors were the members of it. Phototaxis
(in narrow meaning) is considered not as a
result of a response (or of a series of responses)
of microorganisms at an individual level (Diehn
et al., 1977), but as a response which has its
own mechanism. Contrary to recommendations
of the Committee, the interpretation of the
term "photokinesis" and the sense meaning of

the term "photophobic response" changed.
Besides, the classification of these authors
(Nultsch, 1975; Nultsch & Hader, 1979) suffers

with a number of logic mistakes. The
requirements of the formal logic are not kept in
the sense of definition of terms "photokinesis"
and "phototaxis" and their correspondence to
such meanings as generic and specific
distinction. Thus, photokinesis is interpretated
not as a type of a response, but as "the effect";

phototaxis — not as a type of a response — but as
a "movement". Such definitions lead these
terms out the meaning "photoresponse" due to
their interpretation through the genus of other
meanings ("effect", "movement").

It is not difficult to notice that the
following features characterize this classification:
1. The common basis of division is absent; 2.
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The members of the division do not exclude
each other (e.g., the definition of photophobic
reaction coincides with the definition of
phototaxis); and 3. It is a leap in the division
(e.g., phototaxis and photophobic reaction are

terms of different levels).
It must be pointed out that classifications

elaborated by microbiologists were criticized
severely by zoologists. In particular, Burr
(1984) reported: "In reviewing the literature
on movement behavior I was impressed by the
amount of disagreement or confusion as to the
meaning of moving terms". He was the first
author who noticed the necessity to take into
account the influence of various parameters of
the light stimulus on every type of moving
behaviour of microorganism. It is pity that this
author did not carry his classification through.
Having paid attention to impossibility of a
strict delimitation of adapting and non-adapting
reactions (as soon as adaptation period may be
prolonged), he suggested to use the terms
irrespective of adapting characteristics of
moving behaviour of biological objects.

NOMENCLATURE PROPOSALS

Recognizing the propositions of Burr

(1984) as necessary we can use the term "light-
dependent moving reactions of freely motile
organisms" (photoreactions, photoresponses)
in the meaning of some sudden moving response
of these organism to some kind of alteration of
light stimulus (appearance or disappearance of

light, changes in its spectral composition,
intensity or direction, etc.). Light-dependent
behaviour of freely motile organisms, in our

sense, is a wider meaning. It includes various
light-induced displacements of freely motile
microorganisms in space independently of the

change in the light stimulus in time (this
meaning is equivalent to the term "phototaxis"
in its original sense).

Thus, according to our interpretation the

light-dependent moving behaviour of freely
motile organism (phototaxis) and photoreactions
are compatible but not identical meanings: the
former is subordinating, while the latter is
subordinate (Massjuk & Posudin, 1991;
Massjuk et al., 1991).

The motility performance of the life
organisms is the particular case of a broad
physical phenomenon: movement. Thus, like
some kind of movement the motility of
organisms may be described by well-known
physical parameters: velocity (V), direction (r)
and trajectory (/). These parameters may be
divided into others, less general, for detail
characteristics of various types of movement
of organisms. For example, velocity may be
linear and angular. Both linear and angular
velocities may be constant or may vary as a
function of time. Certain classes of linear or
angular velocity may be divided- according to
concrete limits of velocity inherent in particular
organisms.

According to the previous assessments,
the light stimulus in its turn is characterized by
parameters such as intensity (/), direction (s),
the spectral composition (A), polarization (P),
duration and frequency of light pulses, etc.

Similar to the movement parameters, the light
parameters may be divided into: the intensity
of light that is characterized by absolute
magnitude (/) and its gradient in space (dl/dx)
and time (dl/dt). According to the parametrical
character of either movement of organisms or
light stimulus we propose the classification of
phototaxes (as the dependence of the organism
movement on the light stimulus) on the basis

of the parametrical principle for both freely

single cells , which is presented schematically
in tables 1 and 2. Table 1 demonstrates the
phototaxis of individual freely moving
organisms (so-called individual or microeffect)
while the phototaxis from populations of

organisms (group or macroeffect) is shown in

table 2. The well-known dependences are

shown every case, e.g. V(/) is the dependence
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Intensity I Temporal gradient Spatial gradient Direction 3 Wavelength L Polarization P
of intensity dl/di of intensity dIfilx

Linear velocity V

Angular velocity)/

Direction of movement

Trajectory of movement /

V(dIfill)

n(dIklt)

i'(dl/dt)

¡(di/di)

V(dIfilA)

n(dIfilx)

T'(dIfilv)

1(d1/(lx)

Table I. Photoresponses of individual organisms to the different parameters of light stimulus.

of linear velocity of a single cell on the absolute
magnitude of intensity of the light stimulus
(photokinesis, according to Nultsch & Fkider,
1979, or ortokinesis, according to Fraenkel &
Gunn, 1961); n(l) is the dependence of angular
velocity of movement (or frequency of random
rotations) on the absolute intensity of light
stimulus (or klinokinesis, according to Fraenkel
& Gunn, 1961); r(s) is the dependence of
movement direction of organisms on the
direction of the light stimulus (phototaxis,
according to Diehn eta!., 1977); 1(dl/dt) is the
dependence of movement on the temporal
change of the light stimulus intensity
(photophobic response, according to Diehn et

al. ,1977).
We suggest that the term "photokinesis"

means the dependence of the velocity of
movement of individual organisms and their
groups on various parameters of the light
stimulus (I, dl/di, dl/dx„ I, P. etc.) and the
term "phototopotaxis" means the dependence
of the direction of propagation of those
organisms and its groups on the same
parameters of the light stimulus. The
dependences that are included in the Tables 1
and 2 may be direct or indirect, positive or
negative, but these forms of the dependence
are not always revealed. Within these terms it
is possible to suggest a more detail
classification. Particularly, it is possible to
distinguish photoortokinesis (dependence of

linear velocity of movement on the parameters
of light stimulus) and photoklinokinesis
(dependence of quantity of rotations at unit of

time on parameters of light stimulus). Some

dependences have not yet been determined with
special terms, e.g., the trajectory of movement,
the concentration of organisms, the shape of
"ensemble", the relative number of organisms,
which perform the photoreactions, on the light
stimulus parameters (tabs. 1 and 2). The number
of the light stimulus parameters may be
augmented with due regard for additional
parameters (such as rhythm of the light
stimulus, its constant or variable character) or
due to possible interactions of various
parameters (e.g. wavelength and intensity,
change of velocity and direction of propagation,
etc.). Thus, the parametrical principle of
classification of the light-induced behaviour
of the organisms suggested by us, permit not

only putting in order the available terminology
and the data of interaction of the light stimulus
with the specific features of movement of living
organism, but to forecast also new peculiarities
and concrete program of further research which
can be used for completion of this classification
on the strict logical basic. This principle may

be proposed for different types of taxa induced

by other physical factors.

As to photoreactions it ought to say that
they may be expressed through: I.  a change in

the velocity (kinetic reaction); 2. a change in
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Intensity ! Temporal gradient Spatial gradient Direction 7' Wavelength A Polarization P
of intensity dl/di of intensity dl/dx          

N(I) N(dl/dt) N(dl/dx) N( Y') N(.) N(P)

S(l) S(dl/dt) S(dl/lx) S( ?) S(A) S(P)

L(I) L(dl/dt) L(d//dx) L(7') L(A) L(P)

N/No(I) N/No(dl/dt) N/No(dl/dx) N/No(V) N/No(A) N/No(P)

Concentration of individuals
(optical density) in a
population or colony N

Shape (spatial distribution)
of individuals in a
population or colony S

Trajectory of movement of
individuals in a
population or colony L

Relative number of
individuals performing
a given response N/No

Table 2. Photoresponses of populations and colonies to the different parameters of light stimulus.

the direction and trajectory of movement
(vectorial reaction ); and 3. a simultaneous
change in the velocity and direction of
movement (photophohic reaction). Thus, we
propose to distinguish such meanings as

photomovement and control of movement, and
within the limits of photomovement -
phototaxis (in original wider sense) and
phototropism. The parametrical principle is
proposed for the classification of the light-
induced behaviour of single cells as well as for
populations of organisms. The wider meaning
"phototaxis" involves the term subordinate to
it — "photoreaction", which consists of three
phenomelogical types: kinetic, vectorial and
phobic ones.
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